Rings of Success: Imaging Scientists at the Core of the CHTP

UBC’s Centre for High-Throughput Phenogenomics (CHTP), under the aegis of UBC Dentistry, is home to not only a comprehensive suite of imaging technologies, but also a team of expert imaging scientists. Here is a look at how some recent studies benefited from their expertise.

**Value add of CHTP**

Dr. James Johnson Lab; Dr. Søs Skovsø, postdoctoral fellow, UBC Department of Cellular and Physiological Sciences, Faculty of Medicine

Summary

The study found that reducing insulin production and secretion in mice made obese by a high-fat diet caused significant weight loss within five weeks. The data obtained through in vivo micro-CT scanning of soft tissues provided the first genetic evidence that obesity can be reversed by acutely and modestly reducing insulin production.

Value add of CHTP

Dr. Skovsø worked closely with a CHTP imaging scientist on both the micro-CT imaging and data analysis, and the project was able to use a pre-approved protocol for micro-CT scanning of soft tissues like fat and muscle. For Dr. Skovsø and other researchers in Dr. Johnson’s lab, using micro-CT at CHTP provided greater accuracy and specificity compared to other methods such as micro-DExA. It allowed the researchers to look at changes in fat distribution in the same mice over time. This enabled them to accurately visualize and measure changes, in both the harmful and less harmful types of abdominal fat, that resulted from lowering insulin levels. It also showed that lowering insulin production to normal levels reverses weight gain in adult mice led a high-fat diet.

**Micro-CT (Micro-Computed Tomography) in Vivo Scanner**

***TriFoil eXplore CT 120***

Researchers

Dr. James Johnson Lab; Dr. Søs Skovsø, postdoctoral fellow, UBC Department of Cellular and Physiological Sciences, Faculty of Medicine

Summary

Dr. Mostafa’s study used micro-CT scanning to systematically assess and compare the marginal fit of crowns using digital technology vs. crowns formed using a conventional lab approach. The study found digitally fabricated crowns showed better fit as compared to conventionally fabricated crowns. (Mostafa continues to access the CHTP for her current research.)

Value add of CHTP

This is one of the first studies to assess the marginal fit of ceramic crowns using a micro-CT scanner and a systematic 2D and 3D analysis. Micro-CT allows a thorough evaluation of crown margins at multiple locations without destroying the samples. It produces 2D and 3D data sets that can be used for quantitative analysis and for visualization by specifying cement thickness. It also allows assessment of the same sample before and after differing testing variables.

**Optical Projection Tomography (OPT) Scanner**

***Bioptonics 3001 M***

Researchers

Dr. D. Sin Lab, UBC Centre for Heart Lung Innovation; Dr. Jen-erh Jaw, postdoctoral fellow, UBC Experimental Medicine Program, Faculty of Medicine

Summary

A mouse model of plaque rupture was established in which lung exposure to lipopolysaccharide (LPS) leads to lung inflammation and causes acute plaque destabilization. The study also showed that in this model, circulating neutrophils play an important role in both lung inflammation and plaque rupture. This model could be useful for screening therapeutic targets to prevent acute vascular events related to lung inflammation.

Value add of CHTP

This is one of the first studies to assess the ability of an HPG formulation. The findings were comparable with results obtained previously using an established radiolabelled drug method, providing a useful and complementary alternative to the use of radiolabelled or other quantitative methods for measuring drug distribution and concentrations.

MALDI (Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization) Mass Spectrometer (MS)

**Thermo Scientific LTQ Orbitrap XL**

Researchers

Helen Burt Lab; Dr. David Plackett, research associate; UBC Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences

Summary

A promising new treatment for superficial bladder cancer has been developed by UBC Pharmaceutical Sciences, the Centre for Drug Research and Development (CDRD) and CVRD Ventures Inc. (CVD). The treatment uses a chemically modified hyperbranched polyglycerol (HPG) as a drug carrier to achieve higher concentrations of the anti-cancer drug docetaxel (DTX) in the bladder wall than when this drug is administered alone in solution. MALDI-MS imaging showed the distribution and concentrations of DTX in surface layers of pig bladder tissue were higher when using an HPG formulation. The findings were comparable with results obtained previously using an established radiolabelled drug method, providing a useful and complementary alternative to the use of radiolabelled or other quantitative methods for measuring drug distribution and concentrations.
**FIB-SEM (Focused Ion Beam Scanning Electron Microscope)**

**FEI Helios NanoLab 650 DualBeam**

**Researchers**
Dr. Brian Leander Lab; Dr. Gregory Gavelis, postdoctoral fellow, UBC Departments of Botany and Zoology, Faculty of Science

**Summary**
Single-celled marine plankton, called warnowiid dinoflagellates, evolved a miniature version of a multicellular eye, possibly to help see prey better. The study showed this planktonic predator has an eye-like ocelloid structure of the eye-like ocelloid structures of a marine plankton from FIB-SEM data.

**Value add of CHTP**
A CHTP imaging scientist advised Dr. Gavelis that FIB-SEM could provide extremely high resolution images of a unicellular organism in its natural state and that cryofixation of samples would provide the most accurate and detailed reconstruction of a 3D model. The use of FIB-SEM enabled 3D reconstruction of the ocellloid structure and its component parts, including the mitochondrial cornula-like layer, vesicular lens and retina body.

The imaging scientist provided the technical support for the FIB-SEM imaging and 3D reconstruction.

**Publication**

---

**Value add of CHTP**

**FIB-SEM (Focused Ion Beam Scanning Electron Microscope)**

**FEI Helios NanoLab 650 DualBeam**

**Researchers**
Dr. Curtis Berlinguette Lab, UBC Department of Chemical and Biological Engineering, Faculty of Applied Science; Keivan Dettelbach, PhD candidate, UBC Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science

**Summary**
The Berlinguette lab is focused on solar energy conservation and ways of storing solar energy using thin film materials. The thicknesses and metal loadings of amorphous nickel, iron and iridium oxide films widely used for solar fuel electrocatalysis were determined by cross-sectional SEM and X-ray fluorescence measurements. XRF measurements provided a strong linear correlation with the thicknesses determined by cross-sectional SEM. These results highlight that the non-invasive XRF technique is demonstrated to be far superior to the widely used electrochemical surface area (ESA) technique for reporting on thickness and metal loading of thin metal oxide films.

**Value add of CHTP**
It can be a challenge to measure the thickness of nanoscale-thin films of low-conductance materials. Cross-sectional SEM accurately determined the thickness of a series of films at the nanometre level on iridium-coated glass samples, which would be impossible to measure with other methods.

The CHTP imaging scientist recommended dealing with conduction issues by sandwiching the films between two iridium layers. Using the high resolution SEM, the film thicknesses were imaged and measured, and the backscattered electron imaging capabilities of the machine easily distinguished the thin layer from the iridium layers. This method, which allowed the researchers to get accurate thickness measurements rapidly, can be applied to a wide variety of thin film materials.

**Publication**

---

**Value add of CHTP**

**FIB-SEM (Focused Ion Beam Scanning Electron Microscope)**

**FEI Helios NanoLab 650 DualBeam**

**Researchers**
Dr. David Wilkinson Lab, Baizeng Fang, senior research scientist; UBC Department of Chemical and Biological Engineering, Faculty of Applied Science

**Summary**
Photocatalytic conversion of CO₂ into a clean energy fuel is a promising avenue for sustainable development. In this study, a one-pot template-free synthesis strategy was used to fabricate CuO-incorporated TiO₂ hollow microspheres in large scale. These were explored for the first time as a catalyst for photodriven conversion with the aid of H₂O₂, of CO₂ to CH₄ fuels. Because of its unique structural characteristics, the catalyst demonstrates much higher photocatalytic activity toward CO₂ reduction with H₂O₂ into CH₄, compared with a current state-of-the-art photocatalyst. Also, the simple synthesis strategy would enable large-scale production of the hollow microspheres.

**Value add of CHTP**
FIB-SEM provided the extremely high resolution imaging needed to visualize and explore the surface morphologies of these TiO₂ hollow microsphere catalyst samples in the nanoscale range. SEM allowed the researchers to look at the newly created catalyst structures with various magnifications and to confirm that TiO₂ hollow microspheres formed and performed as predicted.

**Publication**

---

**Figure**
3D reconstruction and modelling representation of the eye-like ocelloid structure of a marine plankton from FIB-SEM data.

**Figure**
FIB-SEM image of the surface morphology of a TiO₂ hollow microsphere catalyst sample.

---

**Catalyst Structures**

**CHTP Imaging Scientists**

**Dr. Nancy Ford**
Director, CHTP

- Affiliate Professor, UBC Department of Oral Biological & Medical Sciences, Faculty of Dentistry; M.D., Medical Biophysics, University of Western Ontario
- Is the director of the CHTP, where her work involves optimizing images, minimizing X-ray exposure and navigating massive data sets.
- Research areas and specialties include micro-CT, X-ray imaging, physiological testing, small animal imaging, image quality and cone beam CT.

**Dr. Gauthan Ouen**
Technical Director of Electron Microscopy

PHD, Cell Biology, AO Research Institute, Davos, Switzerland
- Manages the SEM facility and has more than 20 years’ experience using scanning and transmission electron microscopy as an imaging scientist, researcher and graduate student.
- Provides specialized FIB-SEM imaging services, user training on sample preparation and operating equipment, project design and novel technique development.
- Skilled in micro-CT and OPT imaging, and provides a full range of support, training and consulting services on these instruments to users.

**Dr. Guohua Sun**
X-ray and Optical Imaging Technician

PHD, Cellular and Molecular Biology, UBC
- Provides full-service technical support, training and consulting to users on Zeiss PALM, Olympus LEXT confocal, Nikon Eclipse C2 and Leica SPM X microscope systems.
- Skilled in micro-CT and OPT imaging, and provides a full range of support, training and consulting services on these instruments to users.

**Shujun Lin**
MALDI Mass Spectrometry Technician

MSc, Biochemistry, Memorial University
- Set-up, operates and maintains the Thermo Scientific LTQ Orbitrap XL mass spectrometer.
- Lin has more than 10 years’ experience using MALDI-MS and provides full-service support for users, including sample preparation, data acquisition, imaging data processing and interpretation of results.
Meet the Imaging Scientists at the CHTP

Dr. Ford is the director of the CHTP, where her work involves optimizing images, minimizing X-ray exposure and navigating massive data sets. Her research areas and specializations include micro-computed tomography (micro-CT), X-ray imaging, physiological gating, small animal imaging, image quality and cone beam CT. Her research focuses on optimizing and accessing imaging protocols for preclinical and clinical computed tomography. Her previous research experience includes working as a research assistant in a digital mammography research group at Sunnybrook Hospital in Toronto, a postdoctoral fellowship in the Imaging Research Lab at the Robert Research Institute in London, Ontario, and as a postdoc from 2006 to 2011, as assistant professor in the Department of Physics at Ryerson University.

The centre," says Ford, "has a whole variety of sophisticated imaging instruments available in the same place, including the only MALDI mass spectrometer, the only focused ion beam scanning electron microscope and the only micro-computed tomography specimen and in vivo scanners on the UBC campus. We have a team of imaging scientists with specialized expertise and knowledge. They are dedicated full-time to supporting and training users, and optimizing the techniques to help researchers get the best-quality images and data. The limits of science are pushing forward to visualize smaller and smaller structures. Researchers need to use these more sophisticated and challenging techniques and equipment to solve today's and tomorrow's research problems."

Dr. Owen manages the electron microscopy imaging facility and provides specialist imaging services, consulting, user training, project design and novel technique development. He has more than 20 years of experience using scanning and transmission electron microscopy in basic research investigations for both biological and material samples. His previous research experience includes postgraduate work at AO Research Institute, Davos, Switzerland; and postdoctoral fellowships at the New York Structural Biology Center, New York, USA, and the UBC Department of Oral Biological & Medical Sciences, Faculty of Dentistry.

"All of us working at CHTP have an interest in the research users are doing and with our research background can understand the concepts pretty easily. We can advise on the best sample preparation and imaging methods to collect the best-quality data. This is a collaborative kind of work. For example, we often provide technical assistance to prepare and image samples that are difficult, or almost impossible, to image at high resolution because of their constitution. When the researchers agree to use an alternative method that we propose, they not only benefit by getting reliable, high-quality data, but results that would otherwise be impossible to obtain," says Owen.

Guobin Sun operates and maintains the Thermo Scientific LTQ Orbitrap XL mass spectrometer, which she set up at the CHTP in 2014. Lin has more than a decade of experience using MALDI mass spectrometry methods to detect peptides, hormones, lipids and drug metabolites in biological specimens, and to determine their relative abundance and distribution in various tissue sections. She has over 20 years of experience using mass spectrometry at the CHTP, the UBC Biomedical Research Centre, Bovard Contract Research (Toronto) and Louisiana State University.

Shujun Lin operates and maintains the Thermo Scientific LTQ Orbitrap XL mass spectrometer, which she set up at the CHTP in 2014. Lin has more than a decade of experience using MALDI mass spectrometry methods to detect peptides, hormones, lipids and drug metabolites in biological specimens, and to determine their relative abundance and distribution in various tissue sections. She has over 20 years of experience using mass spectrometry at the CHTP, the UBC Biomedical Research Centre, Bovard Contract Research (Toronto) and Louisiana State University.

"Users bring us tissue samples and we do the full service," says Lin. "I do everything from setting up protocols, sample preparation, data acquisition, imaging data processing and interpretation of results. Our service is fast, and users appreciate that."